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sunny-side up design focus (above) 
Faded pastels and simple 
furnishings in Susan Christopher’s 
upstairs loft create a soothing 
but subtle ambience, ensuring the 
panoramic views of the Pacific 
Ocean take center stage.  view 
master (above right) A small 
rooftop deck offers cool breezes 
and a perfect view of Sail Bay.

A little bit of Cape Cod comes to the West Coast and  
gives quaint character to a beachside fixer-upper. 

 

           uring a life transition for Susan Christopher 13 years ago, an old  
              beach cottage that was in dire need of some TLC became her  
              all-consuming Cinderella fairytale, complete with what her 
         daughter Sloan lovingly refers to as the “queen and princess bed.”  

    The tiny treasure measures in at a mere 800 square feet and is 
just steps away from the powdery white sand of Sail Bay in Mission 
Beach, California. After Susan worked her decorative magic on the 
house, she would hear passersby say, “This is the house I was telling 
you about; isn’t it adorable?!” 

Vintage Vibe
“So many beach cottages are being torn down to build condos that 

I feel I owe it to the neighborhood to make my little cottage cute,” Su-
san says. To that end, she artfully wove memories of childhood trips to 
England and Cape Cod with her Connecticut upbringing, and painted 
her cottage sunny yellow with a bright blue door, which also reflects 
her love of the bright California sunshine over the vibrant blue bay. 
Over time, Susan planted a colorful container garden in front to share 

By kathryn bechen    Photos courtesy of susan christopher
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farmhouse touches (above) In 
Susan’s kitchen, wallpaper adds a cheery 
touch, while varying shades of white 
paint transform found vintage chairs and 
a child’s highchair. The blue rug is from 
colonialmills.com   compact model 
(above left) The sunny yellow cottage—
with its bright blue door, tiny rooftop 
deck and colorful container garden—is 
just steps away from the Pacific Ocean.   

with her neighborhood, using a variety of planters and found items 
that she would happen upon while out and about. Passionate about 
using cottage-style decorative details both indoors and out, Susan 
even painted her ordinary Home Depot mailbox yellow and blue to 
mimic her house.

Inside, Susan’s self-described “sun-kissed, faded cottage style” is 
evident everywhere, and it is her great joy—from the pastel green 
beadboard on the kitchen cabinets to the many faded pastel floral fab-
rics, quilts and cotton rugs. “I think a beach house should have a very 
lived-in, comfortable look,” says Susan. “None of the fabric matches, 
and the furniture doesn’t need to match, but it does need to be com-
fortable. The fun part is pulling it all together.”

Making a Fast transition
Susan feels beadboard is the fastest way to turn a house into a 

charming cottage. She recommends slipcovers for minimal stress, 
because they easily can be washed if, as she says, “the kids sit on the 
sofa with sandy feet or the dog jumps up there.” Along with other 
faded floral fabrics, she especially loves faded blue pinstripes on soft 
furnishings, and she is always looking for interesting architectural 
pieces for over the windows. Susan also likes working stained-glass 
windows, oval cotton rugs and vintage mirrors into her décor.  

Beadboard, board-and-batten and wide-plank 
paneling are quintessential cottage wall 
finishes —that can be installed in a weekend! 

Buy panels at home centers. Look for 4' x 
8' sheets, pre-primed or ready to stain ($8–$22 

each). Plan to run panels up 2/3 of the wall. If 
you have exact room dimensions, some places 
will make cuts for you; more cuts will be needed 
for outlets, cabinetry or windows. Install using 
nails or adhesive, depending on material. Finish 
top edge with chair rail.

 
O  Adding  Painted Wainscoting
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lofty goals (above left) What 
Susan’s daughter Sloan refers to as the 
“queen and princess bed” sits high up 
on cinder blocks; the romantic canopy 
was created by hanging curtains on 
rods.  this and that (above) Susan 
favors using tag sale and flea market 
furniture that doesn’t match in order to 
create the timeworn cottage look that 
she loves. Easy-care slipcovers are one 
of Susan’s favorite decorating strategies. 

Over the years, Susan has come up with many 
small-space tips. For instance, her downstairs bed-
room used to be a garage, which necessitated step-
ping down into the room, so she put her queen-size 
bed up on cinder blocks, thereby creating storage 
space under the bed for suitcases and labeled file 
boxes. She also uses the upstairs alcove for her twin-
size trundle guest bed, because it fits “just right” into 
the little space. In a cottage kitchen, Susan suggests 
glass cabinet fronts to open up a small space. They 
are a convenient way to display attractive glassware 
and also encourage you to stay tidy.

After years of people visiting her neighborhood  
and repeatedly asking Susan, “Do you know who 
owns that cute little yellow beach cottage?” she real-
ized it was finally time to make a move. So she did 
the only logical thing a cottage-loving gal would do: 
She opened her own cottage furnishings and garden 
décor store. Susan Christopher’s hydrangeacove.com 
was born on April 18, 2011. And the charming little 
beach cottage located at 839 San Jose Place in San 
Diego, California? It is now available as a vacation 
rental—for more information, simply Google VRBO 
#404161 or call 858-784-1630. 

Get atmosphere in an instant with easy-hang bed curtains

you need:
Wall-mount curtain rods
   1 to match width of bed
   2 to flank bed, approximately 24-inches wide
Pre-fab curtain panels

How-to:
1. Working with a partner and using the total width of the longer rod, 
measure and mark on ceiling where it will be attached. The shorter rods 
will be attached outside of it and will hide the hardware, so next measure 
where the shorter side rods will go, noting drill marks. 

2. Attach hanging hardware. Thread pre-fab curtains onto rods and hang in 
place, adjusting pleats as needed.

3. Light the scene with plug-in wall sconces for a finishing touch. To add 
the effect of a window, if your bed is on a solid wall, get a piece of opaque 
plexiglass, which will act as a diffuser, and attach inexpensive LED strings 
or bars to its backside. Hang it behind the wider “headboard” curtain to 
insinuate a window.

O  diy Curtain Canopy  
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http://www.HydrangeaCove.com

